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L PARTIES CONCEKNED 

1.1 Ttjie Appellant, the United States Anti-Doping Agenoy ("USADA") is the independent 
anti-doping agency for sport in the United States and is responsible for eonducting drug 
teèting and adjudication of positive test results pursuant to the United States Anti-Doping 
Agenoy Protocol for Olympic Movement Testing (the "USADA Protocol") 

1.2 Tl;e Respondent, Mr, Adam Bergman, is a racmg cyclist in the elite class category, 
resident in Minnesota, USA, 

n . FACTS 

2.1 UNDISPUTED FACTS 

2.1.1 Oh 6 April 2004, the Respondent provided a urine sarnple as part of the USADA Out-of-
cómpetition testing program, His sample was sent to the UCLA Olympic Analytical 
Lèboratory ("UCLA Laboratory") in Califomia for analysis, The UCLA Laboratory is 
WADA-aecredited. 

2.1.2 A letter to the Respondent commiinlcated the results of the UCLA Laboratory on 4 June 
2004, The letter stated that Ms A sample from 6 April 2004 had tested positive for a 
pfohibited substance under the Union Cycliste Internationale ("UCI") Anti-Doping 
E?camination Regulations as applicable ki April 2004 {'VCÏ Antidoping Regulations"), 
namely recombinant human Brytliropoietin ("rEPO"), The UCLA Laboratory found it to 
cóntain rEPO with a basic area percentage of 79,5%. 

2.1.3 Efythropoietln ("EPO") is a hormone naturally produced by the human body, The natura! 
production of this hormone is referred to as endogenous or natural EPO. EPO also bas 
séveral synthetio versions, such as "alpha rHuEpo", "bèta rHuEpo" and "omega 
rHuEpo". In both synthetio and natural ibrms, EPO stünulates the produotion of red 
bloed corpuscles, A greater number of red blood cells that carry oxygen to the body's 
niuscles result in increased aerobic capacity for an athlete, which can enhance 
pprformance, The benefits are most significant for endurance athletes, rEPO is not 
produced by the body and must be administered exogenously, Therefore, its presence is 
hjdicative of the intentional admmishration of an extemal source. All synthetio forms of 
EPO are substances prohibited by the UCI Antidoping Regulations. 

2.1.4 On 18 June 2004, the UCLA Laboratory analysed the B sample, The B sample analysis 
cpnfirmed the positive A sample for a fmding of rEPO. The laboratory found It to contam 
rEPO with a basic area percentage of 79,4%. A letter to the Respondent communioated 
the results of the B sample on 1 July 2004, 

2.1.5 Jk this 1 July 2004 letter, the Respondent was mformed that his case would be forwarded 
to a Panel of the ÜSADA Anti-Dopmg Review Board for its consideration and 
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repommendation as to whether there was sufScient evideace of doping to proceed to a 
hearing, 

2.1.6 On 19 My 2004, USADA infomed the Respondent that the USADA Anti-Dopmg 
Review Board had reviewed the mformation submitted to it and that USADA was 
chiarging the Respondent with an antl-dopmg rule violation and thns proceeding with the 
adjudlcative prooess set forfh in the USADA Protocol, USADA sought a suspension of 
two years and a fine of CHF 2000 (two thousand Swiss Francs). 

2.1.7 The Respondent decided to contest the sanction proposed by USADA and requested a 
single fmal hearing before CAS conduoted in the Unhed States as described in s. 9(b)(iv) 
of the USADA Protocol. 

2.1.8 The Respondent accepted a provisional suspension as a result of the alleged doping 
viblation, The provisional suspension commenced on 23 July 2004. The Respondent 
signed the acceptance on 27 My 2004. 

2.2 PARTIES' SÜBMISSIONS 

2.2,1 Appeüant's submissions 

2.2.1.1 The Appellant USADA submits that the only contested issue before this panel is what are 
the aoceptable criteria for calling a sample positive for rEPO. 

2.2.1.2 Relying on previons CAS cases, the Appellant contends that the 80% Basic Area 
Percentage ("BAP") criterion does not apply wlthïn the UCI rules, Additionally, it 
submits that no CAS Panel has ever held that the 80% BAP criterion is required in an 
ïWO case and fiirthermore, there was no such rule in existence and that the UCI 
Ahtidoping Regulations provided that a sample can be proved to be positive for rEPO by 
eyery means available. 

2.2.1.3 It; is submitted that this Panel must decide whether it is comfortably satisfied that the 
Respondent's sample contained rEPO when every reliable means for assessmg whether 
the sample is positive has been considered. It argues that the Basic Area Percentage 
('ÖAP"), the Two-Band Ratio ("TBR"), the Band Location and the new World Anti-
Dopmg Agency ("WADA") Standard are ail reliable criteria to declare a sample positive. 

2.2.1.4 In regards to the BAP criterion, the Appellant presented new research to suggest that a 
réasonable threshold can be achieved at a much lower BAP than was previously thought 
to be the case, It was submitted that the risk of a false positive at a BAP of 80% was 
aptually 1 in 500,000. Therefore, the threshold for the BAP criterion, if any, can and 
should be reduced. The Respondent's results of 79.5% and 79.4% are proof of the 
presence of rEPO. 
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2.2.1.5 The Appellant argued that tliat TBR crlteiion was also a reliable method to establish a 
positive sample. The Respondent' s A and B samples provided TBR results of 2.5 and 2.9, 
respectively. It was submitted that a TBR of 1.8 would result in a false positive rate of 
le$sthanl in 100,000. 

2.2.1.6 Apcording to the Appellant, the Band Location oriterion is a reliable alternate method of 
deteimintng a positive analytical lesult, The Respondent's sample is also positive under 
thjs criterion. 

2.2.1.7 WADA has developed a new criterion for determining whether a sample is positive for 
rÈPO, The Appellant submits that the Respondent's sample is clearly positive under the 
néw WADA Standard. Additionally, it is argued that even though the new WADA 
Standard was not requhed at the time of the Respondent's test, it may be referenced as 
sqpport and fijrther confirmation of the other tests used to establish a doping violation m 
tMs case, 

2.2.1.8 The Appellant submits that the fiih range of sanctions allowed under the UCI Antidoping 
Règulations shoidd he applied in this case, The Prohibited Substance rEPO cannot be 
accidentally introduced into an athlete's body, therefore, according to the Appellant tiiis 
was a case of intentional dopmg and article 130(2) of the UCI Anti-Doping Règulations 
in force at the tune required an athlete to be suspended for a mmhnum of four years for 
aij ktentional doping violation. 

2.2.2 Respondent's submissions 

2.2.2.1 The Respondent argues that the Appellant has incorrectly charged Mm with a dopmg 
violation because he ignored the fact that the Respondent has not tested positive 
according to the universally recognized BAP Standard of 80 percent, Tlie Appellant was 
improperly relymg on other criteria to prove a positive test. 

2.2.2.2 Relying on CAS precedent, the Respondent argues that the Panel m UCI v Hamburger 
(CAS 2001/Ay343) clearly stated that unless all samples demonsttate a BAP greater than 
8Ö%, the athlete should not be subject to sanction. 

2.2.2.3 Additionally, the Respondent argues that CAS Panels have repeatedly cautioned against 
abandoning bright line quantitative standards for purposes of determining whether an 
athlete's sample should be considered positive for rEPO. 

2.2.2.4 The Respondent challenges the Appellant's position that it can use any evidence for 
findmg a positive sample, The Appellant's any evidence approach would completely 
elmiinate all numerical thresholds previously required for a positive fmding for any 
substance. It also submits that different criteria cannot be applied between two different 
athletes when determining what oonstitutes a positive findmg for rEPO. 

2.2.2.5 In regards to new methods for interpreting the test results, the Respondent argues that 
they cannot be used because they fail to meet the criteria set forth in the "Bvaluation 
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Report of the Urine Epo Test" witten by Dr. G. Peltre, BSPCI, LECA, Paris, Franoe and 
Prof. Dr. W. Thormaim, Department of Clinioal Pliamiacology of the University of Bern, 
Switzerland for tlie Council of WADA ("Evaluation Report"). Tliis independent peer 
reviewed Standard establishes the proper steps that would have to be taken in order to 
mgdüy the exïsting method for evaluating rEPO test results. These methods do not have 
the scientiflc certamty necessary to have the required confidence in the methodology 
beingused. 

2.2.2.6 Additionally, the Respondent argues that the new WADA criterion should not be applied 
beteatise the WADA Technical Document states that this Standard only appljes to samples 
ahalysed after 31 December 2004. 

2.2.2.7 Tfte Respondent argues that the other evaluation methods (fe. TBR, Band Location and 
thé WADA Standard) have never been relied upon by the Appeliant in any proceedmgs 
other than as additional mechanisms to support a fmding of positive when the BAP was 
gr^ater that 80 percent. 

2.2.2.8 Furthermore, the Respondent submits that no CAS Panel has ever conoluded that these 
other fall baclc methods for mterpretmg rEPO data can be used to support a finding of 
positive if that approach produces a result that conflicts with the universally recognized 
stöndard of BAP greater than 80 percent, 

2.2.2.9 The Respondent argues that a positive fmding for rEPO must be based on something 
more than a "I Icnow it when I see it" Standard, In light of all the evidence, the 
Respondent argues that a doping violation has not beenproved. 

2.2.3 Stipulation of uncontested facts and issues between the parties 

2,2.3.1 The parties stipulated and agreed to the followmg for the purposes of thls hearmg; 

"1. That Union Cycliste Internationale ("UCI") definitions of doping and scmctions 
in effect on April 6, 2004 are applicable to this hearing for Mr. Bergman 's 
positive test; 

: 2. That Mr, Bergman gave the urine sample designated as ÜSADA specimen number 
477373 on April 6, 2004 dwing out-of-competition testing by ÜSADA; 

3. That each aspect of the sample colleotion and processing for the A andB hottles 
of the USADA specimen number 477373 was conducted appropriately and 
without error; 

4. That the chain ofcustodyfor USADA specimen number 477373 fiom the time of 
collection and processing at the collection site to the receiptofthe samples by the 
World Anti-Doping Agency accredited laboratory at the University ofCalifomia 
in Los Angeles ("UCLA Laboratory") was conducted appropriately and without 
error; 

: 5, That the UCLA Laboratory's chain of eustody for USADA specimen number 
477373 was conducted appropriately and without error; 

I 
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6. That the direct urine test (isoelectric focusing technique) performed by the UCLA 
Laboratory in relation to Mr, Bergman's urine sample was performed accurately 
and without error; 

7. That recombinant human Erythropoietin ("r-EPO") is a prohibited substanoe 
cïassijied under the applicable UCIProhibitedSubstance List; 

8. That to date, no WADA-accredited laboratory has reported to USADA apositive 
test for r-EPO under the Basic Area Percentage (BAP) test with a BAP ofless 
than 80%, other than the UCLA Laboratory'sproposedflnding ofpositivefor Mr. 
Bergman's sample; 

9. That none of Mr. Bergman 's samples showed a BAP in excess of 80%; 
10. That to date, the porties are unaware ofany CAS panel decision determining that 

an athlete has committed a doping offense for r-EPO with a BAP of less than 
80%." 

m. PÏIOCEEDINGS 

3.1 Oii 3 August 2004, the Respondent, through his counsel, requested a single final 
arjjitration before CAS to be conducted in the United States, 

3.2 Oh 9 August 2004, the Appellant submitted a Request for Arbitration in accordance -with 
Rule 38 of the Procedural Rules of CAS ("CAS Code"). Jn lts request, the Appeliant 
selected Prof. Richai'd H. McLaren as its arbitrator. 

3.3 oii 11 August 2004, the Seoretary General of CAS, Mr. Matthieu Reeb, notlfied the 
Respondent of the request for atbiti'ation and provided mformation about the deadlines 
fo|r appomtmg an arbitrator and submittkig an answer. On this same day the Secretary 
General also hifonned the parties that the present arbitration had been assigned to the 
Ojdinary Arbitration Division of CAS, 

3.4 On 19 August 2004, the Respondent timely appointed Dr. Christian KrJihe to serve as 
arbitrator in accordance with article R40.2 of the CAS Code, 

3.5 Oji 31 August 2004, the Respondent timely submitted an answer in accordance with 
acticle R39 of the CAS Code, 

3.6 On 4 October 2004, the parties jointly requested the permission of CAS to delay the 
siibmission of the Appellant's statement of clahn by one weelc until the 15 October 2004, 

3.7 Tjie two party appomted arbitrators agreed to appomt Dr. Dkk-Remer Martens as 
President of the Panel, On 5 October 2004, the Secretary General of CAS notified the 
parties that the President of the CAS Ordinary Arbitration Division coniirmed the 
cpnstitution of the Panel. 

3.8 The Appellant timely submitted its statement of olaün with the CAS office and the 
Respondent on 15 October 2004. 
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3.9 On. 29 OQtobei' 2004, the Respondent requested, pursuant to article R44,3 of the CAS 
Cpde additional itifoimation from the Appellant in order to adequately respond to the 
Appellant's submission. The Panel made a ruling inviting the Appellant to provide CAS 
anid the Respondent a oopy of two cases handled by the Appellant involving rEPO. The 
P^el denied the two other requests, 

3.10 On 28 December 2004, the CAS issued an Order of Procedure that was signed by both 
patties. 

3.11 Oh 4 January 2005, the Secretary General of CAS notified the parties that the hearmg 
wóuld be held on 27 and 28 January 2005 at the American Aibitration Association 
("AAA") office m New York, USA, 

3.12 The Respondent's Answer was ttmely filed on 7 January 2005, 

3.13 The hearmg was held on 27 January 2005 at the AAA office in New York City, USA 
frpm 9;30am until 5:30pm, Those present were the members of the Panel and Mr. Patrick 
Clement as the ad hoc clerk. The Appellant was represented by Mr. Riohard Young, 
aftomey-at-law, and Mr. Travis T. Tygart, Directer of Legal Affahrs for USADA of 
Cblorado, USA. Mr. Robert E. Cattanach, attomey-at-law of Mmnesota, USA, 
re|presented the Respondent. 

3.14 The foUowing witnesses were heard at the hearing; 

FÓr the Appellant: Dr. Don H. Catlin, Directer of the UCLA Olympio Analytical 
Laboratory, Califomia, USA, 

Fpr the Respondent: Dr. Leo William Kueper, III, Specialist Chemist, 3M 
Pharmaceuticals, Mumesota, USA. 

3.15 Prior to giving thek testimony, the witnesses were cautioned about thek duty to teil the 
triith in accordance with article R 44,2 of the CAS Code. 

3.16 The parties both had the opportunity to submit opening and closing arguraents. 

3.17 None of the parties raised any objections to the way in which the arbitratiojj proceedings 
were canïed out or to the composition of the Panel. After eaoh party had made its closing 
aïguments the Panel closed the hearing and mformed the parties that an award would be 
issued shortly. 
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IV. PROCEDtJRAL ISSUES 

4.1 JllmSDICTIONOFCAS 

4.1.1 TheCAS'sjurisdictionisbasedonArticle 115 oftheUCI's AntidopingRegulations; 

"The person penalised or the UCI may appeal agaimt a ruling made by the 
mtionalfederation specified in article 99 orm, by starting arbitrationproceedings 
before an arbitraiion tribunal set up in accordance with the constitution and 
regulations of the CAS in Lausanne. 

No otherform of appeal shall bepermitted." 

4.1.2 n^is Panel also bas jurlsdiction throngh the Respondent's election to "proceed directly to 
a single final hearing before CAS conducted in the United States" under s, 9(b)(iv) of the 
USADA Protocol. 

4.1.3 N(i) objection was raised against the jurisdiction of CAS. 

4.2 APPLICABLELAW 

4.2.1 Bpth parties agreed in thèir "Stipulation of TJncontested Facts and Issues" that the 
apiplicable rules are the UCI Antidoping Regulations, Therefore, this Panel will consider 
the UCI Antidopmg Regulations that were applicable at the time the urine sample was 
cdllected. 

4.3 REGULATORY FRAMEWORK 

4,3,1 The applicable UCI Antidopmg Regulations in force at the thne of the sample collection 
wbre as foUows: 

"Article 3 - Prohibition of doping 
7,: Doping contravenes the fundamental principle ofOlympism andsports andmedical 

ethics. 
2:, Doping is forbidden, 
5,: Reaommending, proposing, authorising, condoning or facilitating the use of any 

substance or method covered by the defmition of doping or (rajfwking is also 
forbidden. 

Atticle 4 - Deflnition of doping 
Dpping is; 
/,' the use of an expediënt (substance or method) which is potentially harmful to 

athletes'health and/or capable of enhancingtheirperformance, or 
2. the presenoe in the athlete 's body ofaprohibited substance or evidence of the use or 

attempted use thereofor evidence of the use or attempted use ofaprohibited method. 
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Article 5 -̂  List of classes of prohibifed substaace or and prohibited raethods 
/, Th0 list of classes ofprohihited substances and prohibited methods is drawn up by 

the TJCI Antidoping Commission and submitted to the UCJ president for approval 
The approved list, as published in the «information» bulletin, shallform an integral 
part of these regulations. 

Article 6 -Material offence 
The success orfailure of the use of a prohibited substanee or a prohibited method is nota 
prerequisite, Thefactalone ofthepresence, the use or an aitempt to use the substanee or 
method is sufficiënt for the offense to be deemed to have occurred. Participants in eyole 
rdces are expected to undertake not to use prohibited substances or prohibited methods, 
even ifthey consider that neither the sporting outcome nor their health wiïï be influenced. 
Nb discussion ofthis subject shaïl be entertained. 

Article 10 - Proof 
Doping and any other offence under these regulations may be proved by any means 
in'pludingpreswnption, 

Article H-Proof 
Abcredited laboratories shall bepresumed to have carried out the control and monitoring 
procedures in accordance with the rules and Standard practiee and the tests of the 
sqmples in accordance with acceptable current scientiftc standards, These assumptions 
may be overturmd by proof to the contrary, but the laboratory shall not in the flrst 
in,stance be required to prove that it has carried out the procedures and tests in 
accordance with normalpractiee and standards. 

Airticle 130 -Doping in general 
In cases of doping other than those covered by article 129, the rider shall bepenalized as 
fójlows: 
1. first offence, other than intentional doping- suspension for at least two years. 
2: second offence or intentional doping - suspension for a minimum of four years up to 

and inchding suspension for life. 

Article 150 - Suspension from all competition 
As regards international races and UCI out-of-competition tests, the suspension shall 
cbme into effect on the dayfollowing the date of the decision. However, at the requsst of 
theperson suspended, the UCI antidoping commission may allow the suspension to eome 
ihto effect on the date set by the decision or the regulations of the National Federation, 
or ifit is earlier than theformer, the date on which theperson suspended was informedof 
the decision. 

Article 205-Errors in procedure-emergency measures 
The formalities, procedures and time limits for antidoping tests set out in these 
regulations are intended to ensure that tests are carried out correctly, Afailure to respect 
these conditions shall not ofitselfrender the test null and void, 
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4.3.2 The UCI Pïohibited Classes of Substances and Prohibited Methods states in Section IE. 
the foUowing: 

"E, Peptide Hormones,Mimetics and Aaalogues 

6, Erythropoietine (EPO): a glycoproteinic hormom produced in the human 
kidney, which regulaies, apparently by retroaotion, the rate ofsynthesis of 
erythrocytes; 

4.3.3 The new 2004 UCI Atitidoping Regulations applicable to sanctions wMoh entered into 
förce on 13 August 2004 are as foUows: 

"Iinposif Ion of Ineligibility for Prohibited Substances and Prohibited 
Methods 
20. Except for the specifted substances identified in article 262, the period of 
Meligibility imposedfor a violation of article 15.1 (presence of Prohibited Substance or 
its Metabolites or Markers), article 15.2 (Use or Attempfed Use of Prohibited Substance 
or Prohibited Method) and article 15.6 (Possessïon of Prohibited Substances and 
Methods) shall be: 

First violation: 2 (two) years' Ineligibility 
' Second violation: Lifetime Ineligibility" 

4.3.4 The applicable USADA Protocol rules are as foUows: 

"?. Results Management 

b. Adjudication 

iv. The athlete, v/ithin ten (10) days folloyving the Notice described in section 
(i) above shall be entitkd, at his or her option, to elect by bypass the 
hearing described in section (ii) above andproceed directly to a single 
ftnal hearing before CAS conducted in the United States. The CAS 
decision shall befinal and binding on all porties and shall not be subject 
tojurther review or appeal. 

'■ V. ... NotwJthstanding the foregoing; (a) The IOC laboratories vsed by 
USADA shall be presumed to have conducted testing and cvstodial 
procedures in accordance to prevailing and acceptable standards of 
scientifle practice, This presumption can be rebutted by evidence to the 
contrary, but the accredited Idboratory shall have no otms in the ftrst 
instance to show that it has conducted the procedures other than in 
accordance with its Standardpractices conforming to any applicable IOC 

■ requirements;.," 
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V, BEASONSFORTHEDECISION 

5.1 TIBDE DOPING OFFENCE 

5.1.1 AppUeable regulaiiom and strict ïiahility 

5.1.1.1 Tjie partles have agreed in their stipulations that the UCI Antidoping Regulations apply 
to this case. It was also stlpulated that rEPO is a prohibited substance under those 
Regulations. 

5.1.1.2 Aïticle 4 of the UCI Antidopmg Regulations defines dopmg to be the presence of a 
prohibited substance in the aüilete's body. The agreed upon stipulations establish this 
pfoposition. There is no requirement for the Appellant to prove any element of mtent or 
nègligenee, The UCI cases over the years have established that the UCI Antidoping rules 
are ones of a strict liability offence (see for example Meier v Swiss CyoUng, CAS 
2Ö01/A/343 and UCIv Hamburger, CAS 2001/A/343). Therefore, a doping offence has 
been committed under the UCI Antidoping Regulations subject only to the argument of 
tlje Respondent as to interpretation of the test results. 

5.1.2 Burden and Standard ofproof 

5.1.2.1 Article 10 of the UCI Antidoping Regulations provides that a doping offence may be 
proven "by any means". The CAS oase law is to the same effect. The Panel m USADA v 
Speih, AAA No. 30 190 001100 03 stated that "UCI's position is that a sample can be 
pyoved to bepositivefor r-EFO by 'evety means availabk'. (UCIy Hamburger atp. 4) 
This is also the precise meaning of the UCI Regülation under Article 11 [now Article 
10]." 

5.1.2.2 The Respondent argued that the BAP criterion is the only vaHd Standard to identily the 
presence of rEPO in the athlete's sample and submitted that the Evaluation Report by two 
S9ientific experts was critioal of the BAP as an interpretation criterion for the analytical 
results. Article 10 does not support such a submission when it states that "a doping 
offence may be proved by any means including presvmption." The Evaluation Report is 
jüst that; an evaluation. The adoption by WADA of the cun'ent Standard for uiterpreting 
rEPO tests reveals that WADA did not accept the conolusions of lts consultants. 
Thereforcj a Doping Offence has occurred and the burden of proving ithas been satisfied 
by the Appellant, 

5.1.2.3 Itrespective of the criteria used to prove the presence of rEPO in a sample, the standard 
ofproof requü-ed to establish 'a doping offence has been clearly set ont in the Meier and 
Hamburger cases. In order to fmd that the Respondent has committed a dopmg offence 
the facts have to be "established to the comfortable satisfaction of the court havmg in 
rnind the seriousness ofthe allegation" {Meier, atp. 14 mdHamburger, atp. 14). 
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5.1.2,4 Both the UCI Antidoping Regulations and the USADA Protocol estaWish a presumption 
that a labomtory has carried out the tests of the samples in accordance "with acceptable 
ciïrrent scientific standards. Article 10 of the UCI Antidoping Regulations permits the use 
of the presumption found in Article 11 to establish the proof of the fact of a doping 
offence. When the article is combined with the agreed upon stipulations of faot a doping 
offence has unquestionably been established by USADA. What is at issue and what is 
challenged in this proceeding is the interpretation of the analytical results by the use of 
thb BAP cviterion and not the analytical resuU itself in the form of the electropherogram. 

5.1.3 Direct urine test 

5.1.3.1 Tlhe CAS cases of Lazutim v IOC, CAS 2002/A'370 and Muehlegg v IOC, CAS 
2Ö02/A/374 describe and approve the use of the direct urine test to detect rEPO in those 
cases and in this matter. This dürect methad combines an isoelectrio foeussing with a 
dóuble immunal blottmg, The method is based on the scientiScally established 
proposition that artificially produced rEPO behaves differently m an electrical field 
because of its positivo electrical charge, rEPO wili move to the more basio area of a pH 
field, Conversely, endogenous EPO, having a majority of negativo charges, will move 
piledommantly to the aoidic area of the pH field. Tlie resulting distribution of the EPO 
hörmones on the gel caused by the electrical field is photographed and developed as a 
computer Image forvisualization. The end resultlooks like rungs of a ladder without side 
rails. It is the interpretation of this result that is m dispute m these proceedings, 

5.1.3.2 T}ie scientific reliability of the test procedure was established and accepted in Muehlegg v 
lÓC. The Panel in that case stated that it was "mabJe to accept an asserfion that the 
direct urine lest is not valid for the detection of rEPO" (at para 7.3.2.4), The Panel m 
Sheih reconfirmed that "the methodology of testing for erythropoietin was scimtiflcally 
sound and that the results produced by the tests are reliahh" (atp, 10), 

5.1.4 Criteria for apositive test 

5.1.4.1 The agreed stipulations indioate that the testmg procedure used by the Lab is not in 
d|spute in this proceeding, The issue is the interpretation of the results of the test 
procedure as opposed to the procedure itself. Can the procedure results be interpreted as 
a:positive analytical finding based on a criterion of a BAP that is below 80%? The 
sübsidiary issue is whether the analytical result may be mterpreted by other criteria such 
as the TBR, the Band Location or the 2005 WADA Standard, 

5.1.4.2 Certain prohibited substances are produced naturally in small quantitles in the body. 
Therefore, the UCI Antidoping Regulations provide a threshold that must be exceeded m 
otder to consider a laboratory analytical result to be positive. Thresholds are in place for 
cértam. substances such as nandrolone because of the fact that the human body produces. 
the substance in small quantities. Human EPO is also produced naturally by the human 
body, as is nandrolone, The argument is that the 80% for a BAP positive is like the 
threshold for nandrolone or other drug testing thresholds. The reality is that the criterion 
fór EPO is not a measurement over the threshold that must occur to take account of the 
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human body's production. The fact is that the BAP and the ether interpretative criteria are 
uSed to declare not a threshold of huraan body production but rather an image trom the 
eléctropherogram as indicating the presence of non-human BPO. Therefore, in the case 
of rEPO, there is no threshold above which it caa be said there is non-human production 
of the substance rather there are criteria by which it can be said that what the image from 
thjs test procedure represents is rEPO. The argument of the Respondent is one of 
ccjmparing apples to oranges when there is no comparlson. rEPO is not produced by the 
bódy and must be admmistered exogenously. Tiie various mterpretative criteria are 
applied to the image to make the judgement as to whether the Lab test result and lts 
adcompanying image is revealing endogenous or exogenous BPO, 

5.1.4.3 The image produced from the dhect urrae test generates a picture wtdch loolcs like ladder 
ru|ngs without side rails that must be further examined to deteimine if rEPO is present in 
the sample, The Appellant has presented four criteria by which to make that judgement as 
to' whether the dhect urine test results establish the presence of rEPO. These are the BAP, 
the TBR, the Band Location and the new WADA criterion that is supportive or 
cóllaboratlve of the previous three criteria, In opposition, the Respondent argues that only 
tiïe 80% BAP criterion has been adopted and is in regular use in WADA accredited 
laboratories and therefore, is reliable to establish the presence of rEPO, It is Jftirther 
submitted that the threshold of 80% must be present to apply the only criterion accepted 
and recognised by the accredited laboratories. 

5.1.4.4 Tjie Respondent argues this position because in all of the positive rEPO cases the 
athlete's samples had a BAP above 80%. However, what the Respondent cannot do is 
póint to 3 laboratory convention or Standard that the BAP must be above 80%. It is a 
correct statement that all CAS cases on rEPO so far were decided on the basis of a BAP 
over 80%. Therefore, this case is one of first unpression. However, the Respondent 
cannot point to scientific or laboratory requirements that an 80% BAP criterion is 
required under the UCI Antidopmg Regulations or that the accredited laboratories 
rdquked such a criterion to interpret their results. The Respondent does point to the 
Evaluation Report but that report has not been accepted by WADA itself. The UCI 
Antidoping Regulations do not refer to the BAP criterion or an established Irniit of 80%. 
Tne njles provide that the presence of rEPO can be proven by atry meam, A numerio 
litnit does not exist. The Panel in Hamhurger stated at p. 19 tliat a numerio limit below 
which a test is deolared negative is desirable but notraandatory. 

5.1.4.5 Ivfo CAS Panel has ever stated that an 80% BAP is necessary to flnd a sample positive for 
rEPO. The Respondent then plays upon the reality that no CAS Panel has made a 
décision fmding a positive analytical result below 80% as reinforceraent of the 
Evaluation Report criticism of the BAP, which we have previously noted were not 
accepted by WADA in its adoption of the 2005 Standard. 

5.1.4.61^ this case the Respondent's A and B samples were 79.5% and 79.4%, respectively. The 
dfetermination of whether a dopmg mftaction has been committed will depend upon the 
ahalysis of two sub-issues. Is the risk of a false positive low enough that a positive test 
can be confirmed on a BAP below 80%? Second, can other criteria than BAP be relied 
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upon in making the judgement about Ibe image produced by the accredited loboratory 
when the BAP is below 80%? 

5.1.5. Riisks offalsepositm mth a BAP below 80% 

5.1.5.1 Nb laboratory andno international sports federation want to declare an analytical result to. 
be positlve when the testing procedure is producmg a false result, In the early years of 
EPO testing 80% BAP was seen as a cut-offpoint because the rislcs of a false positlve 
w^re considered to be acceptable at that percentage. During the Hamburger oase in 2002, 
rejsearch mdicated that the risk of a false positlve result at an 80% Jevel was 1:15,000. Ih 
lAAF V MAR and Botüami, CAS 2003/A/452, research indicated that the risk of falsely 
identifymg a sample as containmg rEPO was 1 m 3,161. In both cases, the Panel 
concluded that this cut-off point largely eliminated the risks of false positives and they 
were comfortably satisfied that a doping offence had occun'ed, 

5.1.5.2 Recent research now indicates that the risks of a false positlve at 80% BAP are much 
loiwer than originally thought, In Sbeih, the Panel stated on p. 9 that the risk was actually 
1 b 500,000. The same research shows that at a BAP of 74.86% the risk is 1 in 100,000. 
The Respondent's BAP values of 79.5% and 79.4% were only slightly below 80%, Given 
these new scientific fuidiags, this Panel is confident in concluding that a BAP lower than 
8()% can still provide the assurance required to rule out a false positive. The Panel fuids 
that it has been established to its comfortabie satisfaction that the Respondent's analytical 
result can be interpreted as revealing the use of rEPO. 

5.1.5.3 If any ftjrther collaborative support of the foregoing conclusion is required the Panel 
nötes that the WADA Technical Document TD2004EPO states that «[flurther research 
aid experience has mdicated that the Identification criteria below are more discriminating 
than the '80% basic bands' rule and therefore the '80% basic bands' criterion should no 
lónger be used." This does not mean that the BAP criterion is unreliable, New research 
and experience 'm. rEPO testing has simply provided a more effective criterion to deteot 
rÉPO, This provides supportive coUaboration that the presence of rEPO can be 
established even if the BAP is below 80%. 

5,1.6 Additioïial criteria when the BAP is below 80% 

5.1.6.1 ijhe Appellant argues that criteria other than the BAP are equally soientificaUy reliable m 
interpreting the images produced ftom the testmg procedure to be relied upon to establish 
the presence of rEPO, when the BAP is above or below 80%, The UCI regulations do not 
réstrict this Panel's power to consider these other criteria. 

5.1.6.2 T|he first criterion is the Two Band Ratio. The TBR approach compares the combined 
dpnsity of the two bands on the.basic side of the first basic band üi the athlete's sample 
v îth the two bands on the acidio side of that band, A signlficantly greater density in the 
two bands on the basic side signals the presence of rEPO in a sample. This method has 
been discussed in other rEPO cases but was never relied upon because the BAP m these 
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positive cases was over 80%. Dr. Catlin, in his testimony, indicates that this criterion also 
c.oinfïrms the use of rEPO. 

5.1.6.3 In his Clinical Chemistry article entitled "Deteotion of Recombinant Human 
Eijythropoietin in Urine by ïsoelectric Focussing", the Appellant's wltness, Dr. Catlin, 
ccinclvided that a TBR of 1.19 had a safety margin of 99% and a TBR of 1,8 had a risk of 
a jfalse positive of less than 1 in 100,000. The Respondent's TBR results for his A and B 
sénples were 2.5 and 2.9 respeotively. The Appellant argues that this is a olear indication 
of rEPO in the Respondent's sample and the risk of a false positive for these results has a 
mjuch smaller probability than the 1 in 100,000 risk at a TBR of 1.8. During the hearmg, 
Dr. Catim stated, m his expert ophiion, that the TBR criterion is the most reliable method 
to' determine the presence of rBPO. He hadno doubts that the sample contained rEPO, 

5.1.6.4 Band Location is the second criterion presented by the Appellant. The same article by Dr. 
Catlm States that a sample will be called positive if three criteria are met. Fkst, that the 
bands that focm in the basic area of the lane, as determined by the location of the rHuBpo 
m'arker, must be darker than other bands üi the same lane. Second, these bands must have 
the pi values as the bands in the nearest lane containing a rHuEpo marker. Thkd, the 
band O and the adjaoent two bands in the dhection of the cathode must be present, The 
Respondent's sample satisfied all three criteria. This is a further test on which to base the 
judgeraent that the substance the laboratory testuig procedure revealed is a rEPO 
analytical result. 

5.1.6.5 The third additional criterion is the WADA Standard, effective 1 January 2005. This 
criterion has been set forth m a WADA Technical Document TD2004EPO and is entitled; 
Hffrmonization of the Method for the Identification of Epoetin Alfa and Bèta (EPO) and 
Darbepoietin Alfa (NESP) by lEF-Double Bhtting and Chemiluminescent Deteotion. The 
'Sf^ADA Standard sets forth three criteria that must be met m order to flnd a sample 
positive for rEPO. The Respondent's samples satisfied these criteria. Thus, the WADA 
criteria for interpreting the resulting test procedure image would also indicate rEPO as 
the analytical result. Of course, the WADA Standard did not apply at the time of the 
urine sample being given and analysed by the UCLA Laboratory. While the Panel cannot 
rely upon this result to be comfortably satisfied that a doping offence occurred it can and 
does examine the criterion to collabotate the results derived by other criteria in use by 
accredited laboratories at the time of the giving of the urine sample, 

5.1.6.6 Although this WADA standai'd is by the time of writing these reasons the criterion to 
determine a positive test, its application in this case ismerely coUaborative or supportive 
of the Panel's findings but not determinative of them, The Technical Document states 
that it is "requked for analyses performed after December 31, 2004." The Respondent's 
sample was on 6 April 2004. Although this Panel cannot solely rely upon this criterion, it 
can deflnitely refer to .the standardto seree as .confematory .evidence to support its 
dpcjsion, 
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5.1.7.1 Aithough this Panel is experienced ia rEPO cases, its determination is made upon the 
reJiance on expeii festimony. Dr. Catlin, who lias been involved in drug testing since 
1082 and his laboratory is one of the leading laboratories on EPO testing, expressed hls 
ekpert opinion, that he had no doubts that the test results established the prasence of 
rEPO in the Respondent's sample, Dr. Catlin based his conclusion on reliable scientific 
criteria and was not simply relying on the insufficiënt Standard of '1 know itwhen I see 
it'^ The testkttony and evidence of the Respondent's expert did not cast doubt over the 
as;sertions and testiraony of Dr. Catlin whose evidence is preferred to that of the 
Respondent's expert. The Respondent's expert witness, Dr. Keuper, admitted to not being 
an expert in drug testing and was xmable to chailenge or raise doubts about Dr. Catlin's 
expert testimony. 

5.1.7.2 Aïler examining and considering all the evidence, the Panel is comfortably satisfied that 
the Respondent's sample contalned the prohibited substance rEPO. Therefore, the Panel 
finds that the Respondent's sample contained rEPO and the athlete is guilty of a doping 
vlolation under the UCI Antidopmg Regulations, 

5.2 SANCTION 

5.2.1 Aiticie 130 of the UCI Antidopmg Regulations m force at the tune the sample was 
collected states that the rider shall be penalized for two years for a flrst offence or four 
yèars up to life for a second offence or intentional dopmg. 

5.2.2 It;has already been stated that rEPO is not a substance that can be accidentally introduced 
hjto an athlete's body. Additionally, the Respondent has not provided any explanation as 
tö why his sample tested positive for rEPO. Therefore, the Panel can only conclude that 
the Respondent intentionally used rEPO, Under the UCI Antidoping Regulations 
applioable at the time of the sample coUection, this inftaction would result in a minimum 
suspension of 4 years, 

5.2.3 The new 2004 UCI Anti-Doping Regulations, which came into force on the eve of the 
2Q04 Olympic Games as a result of the UCI incorporation of the WADA Code into its 
I^egulations, contam different sanctions than the UCI Antidoping Regulations under 
cpnsideration herein, Under the principle of ïex mitior', if new mies come into force 
between the alleged Doping Offense and the hearing of the allegations, then the sanctions 
that are more favorable to the athlete must be applied. For a similar application to the 
rijiles of FINA who adopted the WADA Code as of 11 September 2003 see Strahija v 
FINA CAS 2003/A/507 atparagraph 7.2.2. 

5.2.4 XJnder the cuixent new UCI Antidoping Regulations, the sanctions no longer disthipish 
hetween an intentional or unintentional doping offence. The distinction is now only 

I 

' Fora dispussion ofthe principle see Lewis, A. & Taylor, J., Sport;Lmv andPraetlce: Butterwortha (2003), 
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beïween a first and second violation. A first violatioa requires a two year period of 
iüèligibility and a second violation requires lifetime ineligibility, 

5.2.5 Ttierefore, tlie Panel must apply lex mitior and impose a first violation sanction of two 
ye^rs of ineligibility on the Respondent as stated in Article 261 of the new 2004 UCI 
regulations, 

5.2.6 Inj accordance with article 150 of the UCI Antidoping Regulations, the sanction takes 
effect on the day following the fmal decision, However, the Respondent accepted a 
prpvlsional suspension, which conunenced on 23 July 2004. Therefore, the time served 
urider this provisional suspension wUl be counted towards the Respondent's two-year 
suspension, The Respondent's period of ineligibility conunenced on 23 July 2004 and 
wil! last until 22 July 2006. 

Vï. C0STS 

Pijrsuant to art. R64,4 of the Code, the CAS Court Office shaü, upon conolusion of the 
prbceedings, determine the fmal amount of the costs of the arbitration, which shali 
injïlude the CAS Court Ofi[ïce fee, the costs and fees of the arbitrators computed in 
accordance with the CAS fee soale, the contribution towards the costs and expenses of 
thfe CAS, and the costs of witnesses, experts and interpreters, In accordance with the 
consistent practlce of CAS, the award states only how these costs must be apportioned 
between the parties. Suoh costs are later determined and notifled to the parties by separate 
cómmunication from the Secretary General of CAS, 

Fijrtbermore, in accordance with art. 9 b (vi) of the USADA Protocol in foice at thethne 
when the appeal has been flled with CAS, the costs of this arbitration shall be home 
exclusively by USADA, whatever the outcome of the arbitration is. 
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ONTBDESEGROUM)S 

The CouH of Aibitotion for Sport rules that: 

1, TJie Respondent Adam Bergman is guilty of a doping offence under tlie UCI Antidoping 
Regulations applicable in April 2004. 

2, Tïie Respondent is declared ineUgible for a period of two yeais under article 261 of the 
npw 2004 UCI Antidoping Regulations. The period of meligibiiity commenced 23 July 
2b04 and ends on 22 My 2006, having taken account of the provisional suspension 
already bejng served by the Respondent. 

3. Tjhe costs of the present arbitration, to be determined and notifled to the parties by the 
Secxetary General of CAS, shall be borne by USADA. 

4. Bjjch party shall bear its own costs. 

Done m Lausanne, 13 April 2005 

THl COUjRT OF ARBITRATION FOR Sf ORT 

PtéidetitofthePaBel 

Dr. Plrk-Remer Martens, Gcmany 
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